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HloDGIN, J.A., reading the judgment of the Court, referred

to the findings o! the jury and the charge of the trial Judge; and

said that, ini the absence of direct evidence as to the cause of the

accident, where contributory negligence was negatived, the Privy

Council had, in McArthur v. Dominion Cartridge Co., [119051

A.C. 72, upheld a verdict where there was no other reasonable

explanation of the -ishap than the one adopted by the jury.

Here there, was evidence that the deceased had gone in volun-

tarily between the cars; this the jury rejected.

The negligence found is not linked up by tejury with the

death, nor îs the theory upon which they maut have acted the

only reasonable theory. Want of pacing is consistent wîth liabîli-

ty or non-liability; and the jury, having declined te accept the

only evidence touching the vital issue, were bound te indicate the

connection between the negligence they found and the accident, as

they were dîrected to do. This duty should be insisted on iii any

case which, as here, presents features making it most difficult,

in view of the noxn-acceptance o! the statemnents of the only eye-

witnesses, to draw a reasonable conclusion as to what else the

deceased aetually did. There is a want o! proper evidence o!

direct causal negligence and absence o! intelligible expression by

the jury o! what they thought was a reasonable inference.

There should be a new trial; the costs of the former trial should

be in the cause, and the costs o! the appeal te the appellants in

any event.
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Appeal by the plaintiffs from the judgmnent of CLUTuE, J., ante

121.

The appeal was heard by GÂIuIow, MACLAREN, M.GFE, and

HODGINS, JJ.A.
R. S. Robertson, for the appellauts.
F. H. Thompson, K.C., and F. C. Richardson, for the defen-

dants, respondents.


